The role of European consumer regulation in shaping the environmental impact of e-commerce
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*B2C e-commerce has grown considerably since the start of the century and the COVID-19 crisis will likely intensify this trend. In Europe, it is subject to a complex framework of EU regulation, which includes consumer contract law, in particular the rules on information obligations, passing of risk and the right of withdrawal in the Consumer Rights Directive. We argue that these rules currently exacerbate the environmental impact of the B2C e-commerce distribution process for physical goods. They tend to increase the number of failed deliveries and product returns and they subsidize the most unsustainable consumer behaviour at the expense of others. While raising awareness on this impact is crucial, this paper also contemplates alternatives. Emerging technical and economic solutions can be accommodated rather than ignored by consumer contract law. And consumers can potentially receive more relevant information on the environmental impact of the e-commerce distribution process, which would fit with the European Commission’s sustainable consumption agenda. We propose to consider the use of so-called ‘green defaults’ as regulatory instruments and also discuss the possibility of more intrusive ‘green’ amendments to the rules on deliveries and the right of withdrawal.

I. Introduction

This paper focuses on B2C e-commerce, which is subject to EU consumer law. Like e-commerce in general, B2C e-commerce has grown exponentially over the last few decades, aided by the development of the internet and electronic payments. According to Eurostat data, 68% of individual internet users had ordered goods and services online in 2017, with even higher representations of younger generations of consumers. The COVID-19 crisis has further accelerated this growth and these gains will probably remain at least partially after the pandemic. However, the same crisis is also regarded by some observers as a unique opportunity to make current European economic and private law and existing consumption patterns more sustainable.
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This paper focuses on the environmental impact resulting from the Union consumer protection rules that are specific to the B2C e-commerce distribution process for physical goods. Non-environmental sustainable development aspects of the e-commerce distribution system, such as labour conditions, are thus not taken into account.\textsuperscript{4} Furthermore, e-commerce of services and of digital goods are not discussed, because they do not require the physical delivery which creates e-commerce distribution's most significant environmental impact. Finally, it needs to be emphasized that this paper does not focus on environmental externalities caused by the production of the physical consumer goods that happen to be sold to e-commerce consumers. Such production process externalities are equally present when those goods are sold in traditional ‘brick and mortar’ retail.\textsuperscript{5} Likewise, this paper does not focus on contractual aspects, such as the consumer sales legal guarantee and hierarchy of remedies, which have an environmental impact but which are again equally applicable to goods sold in traditional retail.\textsuperscript{6}

The overall environmental impact of the e-commerce distribution process is determined by multiple factors, such as potential resource and land use efficiency, possible increases in electricity use and the production and waste externalities associated with IT infrastructure.\textsuperscript{7} Specific to B2C e-commerce distribution of physical goods are the externalities of possible excess packaging and the greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution and traffic congestion resulting from the physical delivery and return process. Studies demonstrate that the environmental impact of e-commerce distribution can be lower than the overall impact of traditional retail, but this depends on a number of factors such as the transportation means used by consumers and e-commerce companies, the efficiency of logistics, planning and combining trips, the number of failed delivery attempts and the return rate.\textsuperscript{8} Precisely the delivery process and the possibility of failed deliveries and product returns are partially determined by applicable consumer law. As this paper will argue, current EU rules, in particular those specific to distance contracts included in the Directive

\textsuperscript{4} In terms of the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (UNGA Res 70/1 (2015) UN doc A/RES/70/1), the paper focuses on goal 12 and to a lesser extent on goals 11 and 13-15.

\textsuperscript{5} Notwithstanding this focus, it can be noted that the digital platform model used in e-commerce can be effective in enabling the circular economy strategies of B2C or C2C reselling ('recommerce') and sharing of used, repaired and remanufactured goods (see e.g. <vinted.com> accessed 2/11/2020; <peerby.com/> accessed 2/11/2020; <backmarket.com/> accessed 2/11/2020).


2011/83/EU on consumer rights (‘CRD’), contribute to unsustainable ‘last mile’ delivery methods and an unnecessarily high number of failed deliveries and returns.10

It is true that consumer contract law is far from the only factor governing the B2C e-commerce distribution process that can shape its environmental impact. If we limit ourselves to a legal perspective at EU-level, reference can be made among others to the Packaging Directive,11 the Cross-border parcel delivery Regulation,12 the Postal services Directive,13 applicable VAT tax regulation,14 the P2B-Regulation15 and the E-commerce Directive,16 which are expected to be updated by future Digital Services and Digital Markets Acts. All these and other regulations outside the narrow focus of consumer contract law can theoretically be amended in ways that could ‘green’ B2C e-commerce distribution and potentially offset or mitigate adverse environmental consequences of certain consumer protection rules. Furthermore, although this should be assessed critically,17 there is currently a trend among e-commerce actors to position themselves on the market by focusing on sustainability.18 However, the more complex regulatory framework and existing market trends should in our opinion not shield applicable European consumer contract law from being questioned on its environmental merits, as mandated by articles 7 and 11 TFEU. This paper can therefore be regarded as a sector-specific contribution to the wider debate on the extent to which sustainable development can and should be considered in European consumer law.19

This paper focuses on the provisions of the CRD that specifically apply to distance sales contracts and that are relevant for the environmental sustainability of e-commerce distribution of physical

17 See Peter Jones and others, ‘The World’s Leading E-Retailers and Environmental Sustainability’ in Thomas Foscht and others (eds), European Retail Research 28(1) (Springer 2014), finding at that time that most commitments coincide with cost-savings and that independent external assurances and far-reaching transparency remain rare.
goods. First, the possibilities of information requirements and ‘green default options’ are considered (section II). Subsequently, the rules on the method of delivery and on the passing of risk are examined (section III). In the next part, the environmental consequences of the current right of withdrawal and possible improvements are discussed (section IV). Finally, geo-discrimination and ‘freight absorption’ are taken into account (section V). The main findings are summarized in conclusion. Throughout our paper, particular attention is also given to the possibilities offered by new technologies and new functional approaches to e-commerce distribution.

II. Information requirements and default options from an environmental sustainability perspective

Mandatory information requirements form a major element of the consumer protection framework for distance contracts and they shape the current B2C e-commerce ordering process.\(^\text{20}\) The CRD obliges traders to provide extensive information on numerous aspects of the contract both before the consumer is bound by a contract,\(^\text{21}\) and to confirm the information after the conclusion.\(^\text{22}\) The Modernisation Directive has imposed extra information requirements on providers of online marketplaces.\(^\text{23}\) In addition, the E-Commerce Directive requires the provision of general information i.a. regarding the trader\(^\text{24}\) and the contractual process.\(^\text{25}\) The current information obligations are extensive,\(^\text{26}\) but they neither enable nor stimulate consumers to make more sustainable choices among the different e-commerce distribution options (see section III).

Mere changes to these information requirements will in themselves have a limited impact, because sustainability information has been observed to affect predominantly the behaviour of the minority of consumers who are already motivated and seeking such information.\(^\text{27}\) The limitations of (mandatory) information as an instrument to protect consumers or to steer their behaviour are well known and have been extensively discussed.\(^\text{28}\) There are various behavioural biases at play


\(^{21}\) Arts 6 and 8(1)-(4) CRD.

\(^{22}\) Art 8(7) CRD.


\(^{24}\) To be precise, the ‘service provider’ in the terms of art 2, b) E-Commerce Directive.

\(^{25}\) Arts 5-6 and 10-11 E-Commerce Directive.


that significantly limit the effectiveness of information.\textsuperscript{29} There are i.a. the difficulties of information overload, overoptimism, inertia and the inclination of consumers to ignore information when they expect that it will give them negative feelings.\textsuperscript{30}

At the same time, it cannot be ignored that consumers base their decision (at least partially) on precontractually disclosed information. And especially in an online environment can interface and information design become effective in steering consumer purchase decisions.\textsuperscript{31} The Commission explicitly recognizes this potential in its New Consumer Agenda.\textsuperscript{32} The abovementioned behavioural insights also reveal possibilities to subtly steer consumers towards more sustainable behaviour (so-called ‘green nudges’).\textsuperscript{33} For example, rather than merely adding additional disclosures on the environmental impact of various options, it is possible that e-commerce traders design their order process for sustainability by setting the option with the lowest environmental impact as the default.\textsuperscript{34}

There are several reasons why such ‘green defaults’ can have a larger effect on environmental outcomes than the mere provision of information.\textsuperscript{35} Firstly, there is the power of inertia and the tendency to procrastinate as departing from the default requires an active choice (the ‘status quo effect’).\textsuperscript{36} Secondly, according to the ‘loss aversion bias’ people dislike losses more than corresponding gains. As the default determines the reference point, departing from it is conceived as a loss. Thirdly, there is the ‘endorsement effect’. People tend to think that the default was chosen for a good reason and deviation requires reliable private information.\textsuperscript{37} The latter effect, however, requires that the default is not considered as chosen for perceived elitist or preachy reasons, in which case opt-out rates likely increase.\textsuperscript{38}

A green default option should be combined with the provision of transparent information on the environmental impact of different e-commerce delivery and return options, for both ethical reasons and the policy reasons mentioned below.\textsuperscript{39} For certain options, a complementary mandatory price differentiation could be envisaged as well (see section IV.B.4.c).


\textsuperscript{32} See regarding the possibility to communicate the environmental sustainability of products that are sold through e-commerce and the possibilities for consumers to verify information and to compare products online, Commission, ‘New Consumer Agenda: Strengthening consumer resilience for sustainable recovery’ (Communication) COM(2020) 696, 8-9.


\textsuperscript{34} Whereby standards could be partially determined by the e-commerce sector.

\textsuperscript{35} See extensively Sunstein and Reisch (n 33) 131 et seq. There are various illustrations that setting the green option as the default increases its uptake, see e.g. Felix Ebeling and Sebastian Lotz ‘Domestic Uptake of Green Energy Promoted by Opt-out Tariffs’ (2015) 5 Nature Clim.Ch. 868; Madeleine Toft, Geertje Schuitema and John Thogersen, ‘The importance of framing for consumer acceptance of the Smart Grid’ (2014) 3 En.Res.&.Soc.Sc. 113.

\textsuperscript{36} Sunstein and Reisch (n 33) 141.

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid 140-144.

\textsuperscript{38} Ibid 141.

\textsuperscript{39} See regarding ethical considerations i.a. Christian Schubert, ‘Green nudges: Do they work? Are they ethical?’ (2017) 132 Ecol.Econ. 329, 339. Information can, however, over time reduce the effectiveness of the ‘green default’ and make
Finally, regardless of the merits of green defaults, the idea of ‘greening’ B2C e-commerce distribution through traditional information requirements should not be entirely rejected out of hand. Reference has already been made to the fact that sustainability disclosures can steer the behaviour of consumers with prior motivation. And it is possible that clearly visible information, while not immediately determining an individual purchase decision, slowly contributes to increased awareness about the environmental impact of different e-commerce delivery and return options. Moreover, both research and prior EU regulatory experience reveal that increased effectiveness can be obtained through focussing on formatting, simplification, standardization and comparative information. Labels, certifications or comparative scoring can indeed also be envisaged regarding the sustainability of e-commerce delivery and return options discussed below. Such ‘soft law’ instruments can have both a public and private origin. In case of the latter, it is important that they are sufficiently accessible for all market players. Additionally, an important behavioural effect of new disclosures may consist of its impact on the e-commerce traders who make the disclosures and indirectly their B2B e-commerce distribution partners, rather than the impact on the e-commerce consumers actually addressed by the disclosures (the ‘telltale heart effect’). Finally, a strategy of increased transparency on environmental aspects of B2C e-commerce distribution, would align with the ‘green consumer information’ plans currently envisaged by the Commission.

Given that information and formal requirements for distance contracts are fully harmonized, all initiatives to alter them would require EU legislation.

III. E-commerce delivery from an environmental sustainability perspective

A. The method of delivery

Delivery in B2C (distance) sales contracts is regulated by article 18(1) CRD. Unless parties have agreed otherwise on the time of delivery, the e-commerce trader has to deliver the goods by transferring physical possession or control to the consumer without undue delay but not later than 30 days after conclusion of the contract. The actual method and more precise timing of delivery is however not regulated by EU law, nor by national contract laws. Consequently, to the extent parties decide more actively based on their personal motivations, see Oren Bar-Gill and Omri Ben-Shahar, ‘Rethinking Nudge: An Information-costs Theory of Default Rules’ (2020) Harvard John M. Olin Discussion Paper, 38 <https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3582129> accessed 3/11/2020.
40 See footnote 27.
41 See i.a. Áine Ni Choisdealbha and Pete Lunn, ‘Green and Simple: Disclosures on Eco-labels Interact with Situational Constraints in Consumer Choice’ (2020) 43 JCP 699; Loewenstein, Sunstein and Golman (n 28) 405-408.
42 E.g. the mandatory EU energy efficiency and car emission labelling or the voluntary EU Ecolabel.
43 See Loewenstein, Sunstein and Golman (n 28) 396 and 403-404.
45 Arts 4 and 6(8) CRD. The full harmonisation precludes Member State intervention in case of identified gaps (see i.a. Hall, Howells and Watson (n 20) 147-148).
46 This rule also applies to non-distance sales (art 17(1) CRD).
47 The place and modalities of delivery thus remain subject to national law and fall outside the CRD’s maximum harmonization (recital 53 CRD).
48 Most national contract laws provide some default rules on the place and modalities of the change of control required to complete delivery, but do not further regulate the preceding delivery process. See i.a. the notes under arts IV.A-2:201-
that parties have not agreed on specific terms, all remaining aspects, including the timing and method of delivery, are determined by the e-commerce trader during performance. On the one hand, this appears entirely logical, given that the trader has to actually perform the delivery obligation and is generally best positioned to determine an efficient performance.49 On the other hand, the method of ‘last mile’ delivery defines to a major extent the environmental impact of the consumer’s choice for an e-commerce supply option (see section I). As discussed below, there are good reasons to offer to the consumer, before a contract is concluded, information and/or a ‘green default option’ regarding these aspects.

The reality of ‘last mile’ B2C e-commerce delivery methods is varied and depends i.a. on the type and number of purchased products and whether postal or courier services are used. Observers see a general trend among traders to deliver goods as fast as possible,50 although research indicates that delivery speed is not a main priority for most consumers.51 Faster deliveries result in vans that are less full or make more stops,52 which increases emissions and traffic pressure.53 Related is the practice where a single order of multiple goods is split and each good is delivered separately as soon as it is available, without the consumer being offered a corresponding choice. Such ‘basket splitting’ may be inconvenient for certain consumers who prefer one single delivery over receiving every single item separately. But it also increases the negative environmental impact of the overall delivery.54 And it makes failed deliveries (see section III.B) more likely. Additionally, alternative transport means such as cargo bikes55 or drones and robots56 can reduce emissions and traffic pressure caused by ‘last mile’ deliveries. Likewise, the environmental impact of packaging, which is particularly problematic in e-commerce,57 can be diminished by using less, alternative or reusable packaging. And new technologies and business models make sustainable transport or packaging solutions also available to smaller traders.58 Finally, the use of proximity stations (see section III.B), transport management optimization and collaborative logistics offer other possibilities to reduce the environmental externalities of deliveries.59


In light of the extensive existing information requirements for distance contracts (see section II), it is remarkable that most consumers currently lack any precontractual information on the aforementioned factual elements that determine the environmental impact of an offer for an e-commerce delivery. The sustainability of the crucial delivery process included in contemplated e-commerce purchase decisions now remains a complete ‘black box’ for consumers. Article 6(1), g) CRD requires the trader to inform the consumer on the arrangements for and planned timing of delivery. But this contract performance information is unconcerned with the actual method and level of sustainability of the proposed delivery. And in contrast to information requirements on delivery and payment restrictions, this information only has to be given before the consumer is bound by the contract. In practice, this means that it is only given at the very end of the ordering process, after the consumer has compared different e-commerce offers and made a transactional choice. If any information regarding the environmental impact of proposed e-commerce deliveries would be given in the future, this should happen as early as possible in the e-commerce shopping process in order to have a meaningful effect.

Admittedly, the overall environmental sustainability of e-commerce delivery processes is complex and challenging to compare. Clear overall comparisons are nevertheless required for ‘green default’ options or labels, which have been identified as effective instruments in section II. Consequently, it seems worthwhile to apply the Commission’s ‘Organisation Environmental Footprint’ methodology or environmental accounting alternatives on the e-commerce delivery process. Such instruments, possibly supported by private standards and certifications, might support an effective ‘green’ revision of the current information requirements for e-commerce sales contracts. In the absence of such common rules and guidance for default options or labels, it remains possible to require less holistic but still comparative information on the method of e-commerce delivery. This can be limited to short descriptions structured in a few sub-categories, such as ‘last mile’ transport means, type and quantity of packaging and sustainable logistics, again possibly supported by private standards and/or certifications. The benefit of the aforementioned measures is that they aim to facilitate the choice for a green delivery option while they do not stifle and rather encourage environmental sustainability initiatives by e-commerce traders and carriers.

**B. The passing of risk**

Article 20 CRD stipulates that the risk of loss of or damage to dispatched goods only passes to the consumer when he or a third party indicated by the consumer and other than the carrier has acquired physical possession. The risk already passes to the consumer upon delivery to the carrier if the latter was commissioned by the consumer and that choice was not offered by the trader. Unlike article 18(1) CRD concerning delivery, consumers cannot contractually waive this protection.

The protection against loss of or damage to goods offered by article 20 CRD is regarded as a valuable consumer protection rule in distance sales contracts. But it also has a downside. If the change of physical possession fails, carriers can theoretically try to leave goods at the consumer’s

---

60. The same information is afterwards also provided to the consumer on a durable medium (art 8(7) CRD).
61. Art 8(3) CRD.
62. Arts 6(1) and 8(1) CRD.
64. This rule also applies to non-distance sales (art 17(1) CRD).
65. Art 25 CRD.
Broadly speaking, three strategies to reduce failed deliveries can be identified. The first strategy consists of consumer information and choice on more precise timing of deliveries. Currently, most consumers only receive very large estimated delivery timeframes. Updates on more precise timing can be given through notifications or track & trace technology. And it is possible to let e-commerce consumers even choose an individual delivery timeslot. The latter, however, supposes carriers with large local market shares and densely populated areas in order to preserve logistical efficiency and corresponding sustainability. Artificial intelligence can assist in optimizing planning of such individually customized deliveries. A second strategy consists of IoT-solutions like home access systems or parcel reception boxes. These require cooperation and relaying of instructions between a consumer and carrier. A third strategy is the use of proximity stations, like manned pick-up points and automated parcel lockers in ‘brick and mortar’ stores and elsewhere. During the COVID-19 pandemic, these points have (temporarily) become less popular and less accessible, while people are more often at home during working days which facilitates successful home deliveries. While proximity points in normal circumstances reduce failed deliveries, their overall environmental impact depends on their general uptake level, the transport means used to travel to and from them by both carriers and consumers and whether they are located on or near

doors or give them to a neighbour. But, notwithstanding exceptions such as in case of perishable goods, deliveries in rural areas or at houses with parcel lockers, this still generally remains rare in B2C e-commerce deliveries. The reason is because the trader continues to bear the many associated risks, such as theft by third persons or rough collusion with the driver, damage to delivered goods caused by weather conditions, animals or persons, signalling an unattended house to potential burglars or an untruthful denial of receipt by the consumer. Consequently, in most cases the trader or carrier will remain in possession of the goods and retry completing delivery at a later time. The resulting ‘failed deliveries’ are very common in current B2C e-commerce and, given that they require retaking the goods and undertaking a new delivery attempt, they create very substantial extra environmental externalities.

67 Naturally, if a parcel is small enough, it can simply be put in a letterbox. Some e-commerce traders intentionally reduce packaging size with this solution in mind (PAAZL (n 52) 9).
routes of already planned consumer trips, like commutes.\textsuperscript{75} The impact likely further improves when consumers can themselves choose a conveniently located proximity point and when they are informed on the aforementioned considerations when personally selecting an appropriate proximity point.\textsuperscript{76}

Two different consumer regulation approaches are possible to support the aforementioned strategies.

The first is based on the clear importance of information and interaction in all three strategies. As discussed in section II, first of all relevant consumer information requirements on the employed strategy or strategies to avoid a failed delivery can be imposed. A green default option appears more difficult to determine in advance, given that the eventual environmental impact of a specific strategy depends on the actual cooperation by the individual consumer with this strategy. This reveals another possibility. In contrast to the method of e-commerce delivery discussed in section III.A, there are reasons to go here a step further and to give consumers a genuinely active choice between the different possible strategies for a successful passing of risk. If well designed, such an active choice for the e-commerce consumer on the personally preferred strategy for dealing with the passing of risk could potentially help in greatly reducing the number of failed deliveries. This is because all parties including the consumer have at least some interest in a successful delivery attempt and because the consumer’s cooperation is in practice always required for a successful physical handover. Since all traders have a vested interest in avoiding failed delivery attempts as much as possible and, consequently, in implementing the aforementioned strategies, it appears less important to impose an information requirement or an individual choice for the consumer on the preferred strategy, as early as possible in the e-commerce shopping process.\textsuperscript{77} This is useful in light of the practical organisation of e-commerce platforms and the risk of ‘information overload’ suffered by consumers when they are still comparing products and traders. Finally, if traders or platforms would identify a recurring choice by individual consumers or an optimal option for him, it ultimately becomes possible to identify and present to an individual consumer the most effective strategy for him to avoid a failed delivery as a green default option (see section II).

The second possible approach consists of changing the current situation where consumers have little ‘skin in the game’ but their cooperation is nevertheless required for successful deliveries. A failed delivery attempt creates for consumers only delay. This is generally not considered as a major concern (section III.A), especially not by those consumers who have already let personal priorities prevail over delivery cooperation. This is in contrast to the significant costs that failed delivery attempts represent for traders.\textsuperscript{78} Hence, it can be questioned why there are currently no consequences for consumers who cause failed deliveries. The CRD now precludes that in such cases the risk of loss or damage to goods would already pass to the consumer and, notwithstanding diverging contractual terms, that the trader’s delivery obligation could already be considered as completed.\textsuperscript{79} Introducing an exception to articles 18(1) and 20 CRD for consumers who are responsible for delivery failures, will be criticized from a traditional consumer protection perspective. However, it is possible to counter this criticism by pointing out that the costs created by failed deliveries are currently charged to all consumers, including consumers who make efforts

\textsuperscript{76} See also Conseil Central de l’Économie (n 50) 17.
\textsuperscript{77} The current timing of arts 6(1), (g) and 8(1) CRD can be maintained.
\textsuperscript{79} Arts 18(1) and 20 CRD. Potential consequences for the transfer of ownership are determined by national law (recital 51 CRD).
to avoid them and who consequently act more sustainably (a ‘free-rider problem’). This economic reality reveals that a more adequate solution might consist of simply charging the extra costs created by new delivery attempts to those individual consumers who have caused a failed delivery. However, both suggested solutions would likely create new disputes and corresponding costs, especially in light of the difficulties to prove the extent to which a consumer or carrier is responsible for an individual failed delivery. Such challenges might be partially solved through technology, like carrier monitoring and smart doorbells. But for the time being, it seems unlikely that any ‘hard’ consequences for consumers contributing to failed deliveries would be introduced.

In conclusion, if the European legislator would eventually decide to address the problem of failed deliveries through consumer regulation, it will likely exclusively pursue the aforementioned approach of information requirements and (default) choice for consumers.

IV. The right of withdrawal from an environmental sustainability perspective

A. The right of withdrawal and its environmental impact

The EU consumer who buys goods at a distance is not only protected by the information requirements and minimal rules on delivery and passing of risk set out above, but also by a right of withdrawal. This is currently regulated by articles 9-16 CRD, as lastly amended by article 4(8)-(12) Modernisation Directive, and, like most CRD rules, it is a mandatory consumer right and subject to maximum harmonization. In distance sales, the consumer has a right of withdrawal of 14 days from the moment when he acquires physical possession of the goods. A number of exceptions are foreseen, mainly to prevent speculation by the consumer or situations in which the disadvantages to the seller are deemed to outweigh the advantages for the consumer (see section IV.B.3).

The CRD regulates in detail the rights and obligations of both parties during the period for withdrawal and after withdrawal. When considering the environmental impact of within the e-commerce context, mainly the following rules are relevant:

- The consumer does not need to give reasons for the use of his right of withdrawal.
- The consumer is entitled upon withdrawal to a reimbursement of all costs of the initial contract (including the costs of the least expensive delivery service offered by the trader). But the direct costs of returning the goods resulting from the withdrawal decision are borne by the consumer, unless the trader has agreed to bear them (‘free returns’) or has failed to inform the consumer before concluding the contract that he has to bear such costs.

---

80 See also recital 51 CRD.
81 See also Mak and Terryn (n 19) 230-231.
82 There is also a right of withdrawal for off-premises sales and for distance and off-premises service contracts (arts 2(5)-(8) and 9 CRD).
83 Arts 4 and 25 CRD.
84 Art 9(2), b) CRD. See art 9(2), b), (i)-(iii) CRD for further detailed rules on the start of the period in case of multiple goods, lots or pieces or regular delivery.
85 Art 9(1) CRD.
86 Art 13(1)-2(2) CRD.
87 Art 14(1) CRD. See also art 6(1) i) CRD.
The consumer is entitled to handle the goods during the period for withdrawal to "establish the nature, characteristics and functioning of the goods".\(^8\)

- If the consumer uses the goods beyond that purpose, he may still return the goods, but the diminished value caused by such use can be imposed on the consumer if the consumer was informed of this possibility prior to concluding the contract.\(^9\)

This regulatory framework is combined with a fierce competition between traders to provide lenient return policies to consumers. For example, some traders no longer charge consumers for dirty or damaged returned goods.\(^9\) The most noteworthy example is the growing trend among e-commerce traders to reimburse or prepay return costs.\(^9\) An implicit result of such 'free returns' is that these costs are paid by all consumers of these traders regardless of whether they individually use their right of withdrawal (see section IV.B.4.c). A final significant consequence of lenient return policies is that they further increase the total number of times when the right of withdrawal is used (the 'return rate').

The available data on e-commerce returns varies per country and sector. According to a 2016 study, 12.08% of electronics and 16.50% of fashion e-commerce purchases were returned.\(^9\) Certain is that e-commerce return rates are many times higher than in 'brick and mortar' shops.\(^9\) And they continue to grow,\(^9\) although the COVID-19 crisis may temporarily slow this trend.\(^9\) Return rates are furthermore highly variable between different individual consumer groups. Emblematic is the emergence of some consumers who buy multiple products with the initial intent of freely returning some of them.\(^9\) There is less publicly available information on the actual fate of returned goods. According to a German Händlerbund survey, the original packaging is damaged in 21% of cases and 44% of returned goods would be in some way damaged and require resales at (substantial) discounts.\(^9\) Resales, possibly preceded by repairs or reconditioning, indeed seem the most common outcome. But the remaining lifespan of returned goods that are sold as 'second-hand' is shortened, if only in the perception of consumers. And there is the risk that some still functioning returned goods are disposed by means of incineration or landfills, just for storage costs reasons.\(^9\) A recent German study found that 3.9% of returned goods are disposed by means of incineration or landfills.

\(^{88}\) Art 14(2) CRD.
\(^{89}\) Art 14(2) CRD. See also art 6(1) h) CRD.
\(^{91}\) See L. KPMG (n 51) 112; Gioia Forster, 'Free returns have become the mainstay of European online retail' (2017) <dpa-international.com/topic/free-returns-become-mainstay-european-online-retail-return%3Anewsml%3Adpa.com%3A20090101%3A170123-99-998583> accessed 4/11/2020.

See Edwards, McKinnon and Cullinane (n 8) 108.


destroyed, 0.9% are donated to non-profits and 2.1% are sold to industrial recyclers. Comparable numbers are reported in a Dutch study.

Returns clearly create a negative environmental impact, but the precise implications depend on a number of factors. Most importantly, the transportation externalities depend on whether carriers who collect the packages do this as part of their standard delivery round or not and on whether consumers combine drop-off trips to a store or postal office with different trips. Naturally, the transportation means used by couriers, postal services and consumers during the return process are again as consequential as during the initial delivery (see section III.A). Additionally, there is the additional waste created by re-packaging and the impact of some of the handling needed in order to be able to resell goods (like steaming or dry cleaning). Finally, there are the abovementioned issues of decreased lifespans and disposal of some returned goods and the fact that the consumer likely proceeds to an alternative consumption, which entails new resource extraction, production and transportation externalities.

B. Towards a sustainable right of withdrawal: possible solutions

High return rates not only create extra environmental externalities, they also impact the profit margins of e-commerce traders and they disadvantage certain consumers. It is true that product return possibilities can encourage (e-commerce) consumption, which may have certain economic benefits. And it is true that for individual e-commerce traders lenient return policies may increase turnover. But lenient return policies and high return rates also threaten the profitability of e-commerce businesses, with higher costs on average for smaller traders. Ultimately, the costs of lenient returns are to the extent possible charged by traders in general prices, which disadvantages consumers who rarely return goods (see also section IV.B.4.c). It seems therefore not only in the interest of environmental sustainability to endeavor to reduce return rates (section IV.A), but also in the direct economic interests of at least smaller e-commerce traders and of a significant group of more sustainably-acting consumers.

The existing excesses in returns are definitely not solely caused by the European consumer-friendly right of withdrawal. On the one hand, there are the aforementioned commercial policies that provide even more lenient return conditions. On the other hand, similar trends can be perceived in countries with less consumer-friendly mandatory rules. Lenient return policies are initially implemented in order to increase turnover and customer loyalty. But fierce competition in online retailing and the fear of bad reviews and consumer dissatisfaction makes it difficult for traders to offer to consumers less lenient return conditions, even if this is necessary for profitability. Consequently, e-commerce traders are stuck in a self-enforcing 'commercial paradox'. Reconsidering the legal framework can therefore help companies to combat this paradox, which is demonstrated by remarkable requests from European e-commerce industry
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groups for more strict mandatory rules surrounding the consumer’s right of withdrawal. A critical assessment and possible update of the right of withdrawal and broader return regulation indeed seems necessary to oblige, or at least give an incentive to, traders and consumers to reduce unnecessary returns and to create a more sustainable sectoral playing field.

The rationale for granting the consumer a right of withdrawal has already been amply discussed. In case of distance sales, the main justification is the information asymmetry considered to be inherent in the sales method given that ‘the consumer is not able to see the goods before concluding the contract’. Granting the consumer a right of withdrawal can allow the consumer to obtain the required information, which can help avoid the performance of inefficient contracts. It can increase consumer welfare, since it allows consumers to be not bound by contracts to which they would not have agreed in full knowledge. Consequently, it helps to ensure the consumer’s right to self-determination. If the right of withdrawal has been questioned in the past in legal scholarship, the discussion was mainly centered on whether the modalities of the right of withdrawal actually ensured its efficiency and contributed to the welfare and right to self-determination of individual consumers.

In our opinion, however, there are several additional reasons to revisit the current modalities of the right of withdrawal. Firstly, in line with the overall analysis of this paper, the focus on individual consumer rights fails to take into account the wider sustainability implications of current product returns, which were discussed in section IV.A. Traditional consumer protection aims should in accordance with article 11 TFEU be combined with aims of environmental sustainability, in order to safeguard the possibility of consumption by future generations. Secondly, as referred to before and discussed further in section IV.B.4.c, the current right of withdrawal results in higher prices for all consumers, including for consumers who rarely or never use this right. Thirdly, alternative means exist today that can at least partially overcome the information asymmetry serving as justification for the right of withdrawal. New and effective digital sizing technologies emerge, such as webcam self-scanning or 3D-avatars. But a big difference can also already be achieved by more simple size guides and product visualizations.
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114 Ecommerce Foundation and others (n 92) 31.
Current legislation clearly does not stimulate the use of these practical alternative solutions. In the following paragraphs, several regulatory options that may contribute to a more environmentally sustainable and more fair right of withdrawal are considered.

1. Period for withdrawal

The length for the period of withdrawal in case of distance selling has already been questioned in efficiency terms. For ‘search goods’, even a 7 day period for withdrawal has been considered long, as the quality of such goods can be immediately determined upon receipt. This is a fortiori the case for a period of 14 days. However, reducing the legal period for withdrawal will not be helpful in reducing the return rate. Even longer periods are currently provided in many commercial return policies and, interestingly, the return rate actually drops with longer return periods. The ‘endowment effect’ can explain this. Consumers tend to overvalue goods in their possession and get attached to them quite easily. Such affection would increase over time.

2. Recalibrating the rights and obligations of the parties during the period for withdrawal

The consumer’s rights (and obligations) during the period for withdrawal are another point of discussion, that is usually again seen in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and costs/benefits. Since the right of withdrawal in distance contracts is meant to cure the information asymmetry due to the sales method, the consumer should be allowed the same handling at home as in a shop to overcome this deficit. The Consumer Rights Directive exceeds that aim by entitling the le to resell the goods during the period for withdrawal, not only to ‘establish the nature and characteristics’ but also ‘the functioning of the goods’. The latter goes beyond the rights a consumer has in a brick and mortar shop. If it is unnecessary to cure the information deficit caused by the selling method, it could perhaps be explained or justified by a willingness by the EU legislator to stimulate (cross-border) e-commerce. But when taking into account the ecological impact, we believe that the balance tips in favour of limiting the rights enjoyed by the consumer under this mandatory right. Testing the functioning of the goods can make it impossible to resell the goods as new, thus creating an unnecessary loss of value and new environmental externalities caused by disposal and replacement. If it occurs that certain purchased goods do not function properly, the consumer still enjoys sufficient protection on the basis of the legal guarantee for non-conformity under European consumer sales law. We believe that the rights during the period for withdrawal should not go beyond the rights a consumer has in a physical shop and these rights do not include the invariable right to test the functioning of and, hence, already ‘use’ a good. Such
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amendment would not rule out that certain traders, as a commercial practice, continue to allow the (free) return of used goods. But, in our opinion, at least the current mandatory right of withdrawal should not oblige all traders to allow an unsustainable practice.

Similarly problematic from a sustainability perspective, is the continuation of the right to withdraw even if the goods have been used more than necessary to establish their nature, characteristics and function. In that case, the consumer may be charged for the diminished value, but the right to withdraw still stands.\textsuperscript{123} And that is only the theory. In practice, traders report problems to estimate and agree with consumers on the diminished value as well as losses due to used goods not being resalable.\textsuperscript{124} This results in a tendency to refund the full amount, for reasons of efficiency and to avoid bad reviews,\textsuperscript{125} which ‘rewards’ consumers who use and subsequently return products which are no longer resalable. The 2017 Application Report on the CRD therefore concluded that the current rule ‘can jeopardise the general objective quoted in recital 4 to strike the right balance between consumer protection and the competitiveness of enterprises’.\textsuperscript{126} If environmental sustainability is additionally taken into account, the balance in our opinion definitely tips in favour of abolishing a mandatory rule that allows consumers to cause goods to depreciate without consequences. We believe that traders should be allowed to simply refuse withdrawal in such cases.

3. Extending the exceptions to the right of withdrawal

Closely linked to the preceding discussion are the exceptions to the right of withdrawal. The aim of the exceptions, according to the CRD, is to strike the right balance between a high level of consumer protection and the competitiveness of enterprises.\textsuperscript{127} However, to truly integrate sustainable development in the EU’s policies, the environmental impact of the right of withdrawal should also be included in the aforementioned balancing exercise. This is currently not the case. The CJEU, for example, recently decided that the exception to the right for ‘sealed goods which are not suitable for return due to health protection or hygiene reasons and were unsealed after delivery’\textsuperscript{128} does not apply to mattresses from which the consumer has removed the protective film. According to the Court, the unsealing does not make the mattress definitely unsuitable for reuse or reselling. In support, the Court referred to the use of a single mattress by successive hotel guests, the existence of a second-hand market for mattresses, the possibility of deep-cleaning as well as an equation with garments.\textsuperscript{129} However, in our opinion, the overall environmental impact of such returns should also be taken into account. And in the discussed case this additional component may tip the scale in the direction of no right of withdrawal. Every time goods can no longer be sold as new after withdrawal, not only the costs for traders (which are eventually passed on to all consumers) but also the environmental impact of the withdrawal further increases (in addition to the externalities caused by the return process and a possible replacement). The limited benefit of maintaining such a right of withdrawal for the consumer, which simply consists of the
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possibility to test a mattress without its protective film, does in our opinion not outweigh the many disadvantages.

Such a more comprehensive approach that also respects article 11 TFEU, should in our opinion guide the interpretation of currently existing exceptions to the right of withdrawal. The strict interpretation currently given by the CJEU to these exceptions,\textsuperscript{130} which one-dimensionally focuses on a goal of perceived consumer welfare, should hence be corrected. Furthermore, the list of exceptions could in the future be extended to all cases in which the exercise of the right of withdrawal makes it impossible to resell goods as new. Such a new exception would have an impact on consumers who test and use goods in such a way that the goods can no longer be sold as new, but they would certainly not become deprived of all protection. If delivered goods eventually are not of the promised quality or if there is any other non-conformity, the consumer remains protected by the mandatory remedies of the consumer sales regime.\textsuperscript{131}

4. More drastic changes: limiting the right of withdrawal

If the aim is, however, to substantially reduce unnecessary returns and to rule out unsustainable practices, more drastic changes to the regulatory framework will be necessary. Parties could be obliged or at least receive an incentive to take the external effects of unnecessary returns into account. Several options to do so are considered below, starting with the least intrusive proposal.

To be clear, the options discussed below continue to focus exclusively on the right of withdrawal in e-commerce distance contracts. In off-premises contracts, and other types of distance selling, such as cold calling, the right of withdrawal has a different justification and the concerned consumers are generally more vulnerable. Consequently, there are reasons to retain for such consumer contracts the current right of withdrawal without the limitations discussed below.

\textit{a) Making it explicit that the right of withdrawal should be exercised in good faith}

Making it explicit that a right of withdrawal must be exercised in good faith (and thus can be abused) could already make it easier for traders to deal with consumers engaging in abusively excessive return practices. Some examples of what are in our opinion abusive practices by consumers, which clearly have a negative environmental impact (see section IV.A), are ordering many sizes or colours of the same product or many different products only to send most back (the ‘fittingroomer’) or ordering new shoes or clothes to wear them at an occasion and to subsequently return them (the ‘wardrober’).\textsuperscript{132} It is currently not unanimously accepted in all jurisdictions that a right of withdrawal, as a discretionary right, can be abused.\textsuperscript{133} Hence, at least this theoretical discussion could be resolved by explicitly requiring that consumers should exercise their right of withdrawal in good faith. This can be evaluated, among other elements, by taking into account

\textsuperscript{130} See also recently CJEU 14/5/2020 C-208/19 ECLI:EU:C:2020:382, NK, para 56; CJEU 8/10/2020 C-641/19 ECLI:EU:C:2020:808, EU, para 43.
\textsuperscript{131} See arts 6-7 and 13-16 Sale of Goods Directive.
\textsuperscript{132} See regarding these and other excessive practices Expertgroep GetRidofReturns (n 90) 7. See also Mark Rosenbaum and Ronald Kuntze, ‘Looking good at the retailer’s expense: investigating unethical retail disposition behaviour among compulsive buyers’ (2005) 12 J.Ret.Consu.S. 217; Hjort and Lantz (n 96).
help provided by the e-commerce trader to address the information gap, such as clear photos, uniform measurements and size comparisons, as well as more technologically advanced features. Bad faith is of course often difficult to prove, which means that on its own such explicit requirement will only be effectively invoked against the most extreme and undisputedly abusive return practices. In less clear cases, an e-commerce trader will in our opinion be less likely to invoke this requirement in order to avoid dispute costs and the aforementioned risks of reputational damage. But as a signal and in combination with other measures, an explicit requirement of good faith exercise might still help indirectly to foster general awareness about the existence of limits to the currently mandatory right of withdrawal.

Additionally, we have mentioned above that a limited number of consumers is responsible for a large number of returns. Companies may therefore want to completely refuse future sales to such consumers and the legislature could at least make clear that it is allowed to establish such a ‘blacklist’ of consumers that engage in excessive returns without a valid reason. Such company policies will need to be transparent, but they should in our opinion not be prohibited, not only for environmental sustainability reasons, but also because the excessive return practices are in the end subsidized through price increases borne by all consumers.

b) Prohibiting free returns: ‘there is no such thing as a free return’

The impact of the aforementioned proposal above is, however, likely to be limited due to the commercial pressure to apply lenient return policies and the fear of negative reviews (see section IV.A.). A more far-reaching and probably more effective measure would therefore be to introduce an outright prohibition on ‘free returns’ at EU level. A (minimum) cost to be paid by the consumer in case of return of a package would put an automatic limitation on excessive returns and would help ‘internalizing’ some of the economic and environmental externalities created by current return decisions by individual consumers. It would furthermore provide an incentive to make use of the already existing technologies to assist consumers in making the right purchase decisions. Free returns would continue to exist, but only in those cases where it is genuinely warranted, i.e. as part of a consumer sales remedy in case of a non-conformity. This might not be what most consumers desire, but some resetting of what is considered normal seems necessary to ensure profitability for smaller e-commerce traders and the environmental sustainability of the growing e-commerce market. It would also end the current cross-subsidization between consumers that rarely or never make use of their right of withdrawal and frequent returners (see section IV.B.4.c). Consequently, it would make clear that there is no such thing as a free return.

c) Abolishing the mandatory character of the right of withdrawal

Less radical in terms of contractual freedom, but perhaps more so in terms of consumer protection would be to abolish the mandatory character of the right of withdrawal. Several authors have
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already questioned the mandatory character of a withdrawal right, but again the discussion was mainly conducted in terms of economic efficiency and balancing costs and benefits for consumers. It has been argued that a mandatory right of withdrawal for distance selling is inefficient. Although such right has benefits for consumers (and traders), it also comes with costs, ‘especially when it is abused by a small subgroup of opportunistic consumers’. Costs that will be born, ‘at least in part, by consumers, as sellers anticipate the likelihood of returns and increase prices accordingly’. Bar-Gill and Ben-Shahar mainly see two categories of consumers that are potentially hurt by the mandatory character of the right of withdrawal that bar traders from applying price differentiation: (1) the poorest consumers, who may prefer lower prices over a right of withdrawal; and (2) consumers who are less likely to use their right of withdrawal. The latter category may consist of people that are familiar with the product, those who don’t like the effort of return and those averse of return for various reasons, including sustainability. Both categories of consumers pay for a right they will probably not use and are forced to cross-subsidize the frequent returners.

We already see the practice of price differentiation in the hotel sector, currently exempted from the mandatory right of withdrawal, where it is considered a beneficial feature. The Study on the application of the CRD thus mentions: ‘The exemption from the right of withdrawal is good because it allows to pass costs savings to the consumers. In addition, it is frequent practice that different prices are offered on the basis of the possibility to amend and cancel the booking. The consumers can benefit from a lower price if they resign from the right to cancel the booking.’ A similar price differentiation for distance sales of physical goods would present similar advantages. Rather than completely abolishing the mandatory character of the right of withdrawal in distance sales, we propose that traders would be obliged to offer the right of withdrawal as an option to consumers, with an obligatory price differentiation for a contract with and without the right of withdrawal. Such legal obligation to differentiate in price between a more and less sustainable option for example exists in France in the context of take-away beverages. The good news in e-commerce is that the greenest option (the distance contract without a right of withdrawal) would also be the cheapest option for consumers, for whom price remains the most important element in the decision-making process. In accordance with what was set out in section II, we would furthermore propose to oblige traders to make the green option (no right of withdrawal) the default option.

A mandatory optional right of withdrawal has already been advocated by Eidenmüller as the option to be preferred over a withdrawal right as a default rule, because the default rule fails to allocate the decision competence to individual consumers and because of economic reasons of
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contract standardisation.\textsuperscript{151} He also prefers the mandatory \textit{optional} right over the current \textit{mandatory} right, as it increases consumer’s choice and as consumers who do not desire such a right would no longer have to pay for it.\textsuperscript{152} For e-commerce traders, it could also allow them to overcome the aforementioned current commercial paradox (see section IV.B). There are however also sustainability reasons that plead for this policy option. A \textit{mandatory option} requires traders to differentiate between a less and a more sustainable option and it precludes them from only working with a less sustainable lenient return system. Furthermore, a mandatory option with price differentiation has the additional advantage that it gives an incentive to consumers to more carefully consider their choices and to use available sizing technologies and tools.\textsuperscript{153} It would furthermore end cross-subsidization between different categories of e-commerce consumers to the detriment of the consumers who act more sustainably. The diminished consumer protection for consumers who stick with the default option of not having a right of withdrawal, would again be limited as consumers remain protected by the consumer sales regime in case of a non-conformity.

Approaching the current European \textit{status quo} from our perspective that focuses on environmental sustainability, we also believe that a mandatory optional right of withdrawal is preferable over the option of full deregulation. In case of deregulation, it seems unlikely that consumers will base their basic e-commerce purchase decisions on the fact whether or not they seek a withdrawal right. Consequently, the decision competence on the withdrawal right will in practice be allocated to the e-commerce traders instead of the consumers, which diminishes the aforementioned aims of enabling consumers to make consumption choices on the basis of environmental considerations. Another consequence would be that certain, more sustainably acting consumers would pay again for a withdrawal right which they do not really want, although they did not consider this when making a purchase decision. These reasons are notwithstanding other possible arguments against full deregulation which might be based on the traditional consumer protection aims of the right of withdrawal (see section IV.B).

As a final remark, some companies already try to reduce return rates by offering consumers a discount on future purchases if they do not use their right of withdrawal.\textsuperscript{154} This laudable business practice could, however, be more effective if the discount were for current instead of future purchases.\textsuperscript{155} The mandatory character of the right of withdrawal currently prevents this. Moving to a mandatory option with price differentiation would remove this obstacle. Finally, a practical counterargument to a mandatory optional right could be that opportunistic consumers could first buy goods with a right of withdrawal, then return and consequently buy the same goods at a cheaper price without a right of withdrawal.\textsuperscript{156} Making it explicit that the right of withdrawal should be exercised in good faith as discussed in section IV.B.4.a, should however suffice to curb such practices.

\textbf{d) Abolishing the right of withdraw ‘without justification’.}

The mandatory optional right of withdrawal proposed above is preferable to the at first sight more radical solution to just prohibit withdrawal without justification and to only grant the consumer a right to return if justified because of a non-conformity; a system similar to the so-called ‘right to reject’ as known in the UK and Ireland in case of non-conformity.\textsuperscript{157} Such a system, however,
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makes abstraction of the fact that the major reason for returning goods in sectors like the fashion sector is that the goods ‘do not fit’, which is not necessarily equal to a non-conformity. Even without a legal obligation to do so, companies will continue to offer the possibility of returns (without justification) on a commercial basis. Prohibiting the commercial practice of allowing returns without non-conformity would stifle e-commerce in fashion and similar sectors and would moreover be extremely difficult to enforce. Accordingly, this is not an option.

5. Accompanying measures beyond a reform of the right of withdrawal

The suggestions above are limited to amendments of consumer contract law, given the focus of this paper. They should however be part of a broader policy mix and additional and complementary measures to limit the environmental impact of e-commerce (see Introduction). And in particular unnecessary returns and potential destruction of such returns should be considered in this regard. Possibilities range from seemingly simple measures like EU standards for clothing sizes and the aforementioned sizing-technologies and visualisations of e-commerce products, to measures concerning the fate of returned goods. In France, it is now prohibited to destroy returned non-food products which are still ‘new’. In Germany, e-commerce traders now bear a duty of care to ensure that returned products remain usable. Given the cross-border nature of e-commerce, these measures can be circumvented and a pan-European regulation might be beneficial. Finally, proximity points can also be beneficial for allowing consumers to return goods in a more sustainable way (‘drop-off points’), just like for deliveries (‘pick-up points’). The considerations discussed in section III.B that determine the effective environmental sustainability of proximity points, also apply in the return process.

V. Geo-discrimination

Finally, given the importance of distance for the environmental impact of e-commerce delivery and return processes, it is also important to evaluate to what extent current EU law allows e-commerce traders to differentiate on the basis of the geographical location of consumers (‘geo-discrimination’). This is now primarily regulated by Regulation 2018/302/EU on geo-blocking (‘GBR’).

The first important rule is article 4(1), a) GBR, which prohibits traders to apply different general conditions of access for reasons related to a consumer’s nationality, place of residence or place of establishment when a consumer wants to have goods delivered to either his location or a pick-up point if these are located in a member state to which the trader offers such delivery in his general conditions of access. Inversely, e-commerce traders can refuse to deliver goods in certain
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member states, as long as they allow no exceptions. Since the GBR does not apply to ‘purely internal situations’,\(^{167}\) e-commerce traders can also restrict their delivery services to geographical areas within the member state in which they operate.\(^{168}\) But any delivery restriction needs to be communicated clearly and legibly to consumers at the latest at the beginning of an online ordering process.\(^{169}\) Because of the mandatory nature of the right of withdrawal (see section IV.B.4.c), traders currently cannot ‘geo-discriminate’ regarding this right among consumers to whom they have already offered goods and delivered in accordance with the previous conditions. From an environmental sustainability perspective, it is positive that e-commerce traders continue to be able to objectively choose not to deliver in certain member states or parts thereof. Long-distance e-commerce by traders without appropriately decentralized depots and distribution networks, clearly has a detrimental environmental impact, especially if such delivered goods are subsequently returned by the consumer.

The second important rule is art 4(2) GBR, which confirms among other things that e-commerce traders are allowed to offer on a non-discriminatory basis net prices that differentiate between consumers in distinct geographical areas. Different delivery distances clearly constitute an objective factor which can justify price differences.\(^{170}\) Moreover, it can even be argued that it is discriminatory to charge identical delivery costs to consumers when actual differences exist in individual delivery distances and corresponding costs.\(^{171}\) Nevertheless, such ‘freight absorption’, which is often misleadingly presented to consumers as ‘free shipping’, is a common practice that especially larger e-commerce traders are able to offer.\(^{172}\) Unfortunately, it not only constitutes a mild form of economic discrimination among consumers, but it is also a way in which the long-distance e-commerce transactions that cause most environmental externalities, are subsidized by other consumers. ‘Freight absorption’ furthermore removes the potential function of delivery costs to signal environmental externalities to consumers.\(^{173}\) Given these reasons and given that more transparency is now being obtained about cross-border parcel delivery costs,\(^{174}\) it seems worth contemplating whether the prevention of extreme cases of ‘freight absorption’ should not become a priority instead of the current perceived desire of the EU to evolve towards delivery prices which are as uniform as possible across the internal market.\(^{175}\) The same considerations equally apply to return costs, when these are still charged to consumers (see also section IV.B.4.b).

Ultimately, the same considerations are also at play in the phase of contractual remedies. An e-commerce consumer who has received a purchased good lacking conformity, is entitled to demand either a repair or a replacement unless such remedy would impose disproportionate costs on the
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seller. If such goods are located far away from where they were originally delivered, the increased postage and carriage costs could in some cases justify a refusal by the seller to repair or replace such goods. Elsewhere, we have argued that environmental considerations should generally be considered in the determination of the appropriateness of a consumer sales remedy.

VI. Conclusion

We would like to highlight the general finding referred to in the Introduction, that B2C e-commerce distribution of physical goods has the potential to have on average a more positive environmental impact than the traditional brick and mortar retail system, but this outcome is highly dependent on a number of factors, among which is the applicable consumer contract law. And the current version of the latter, as this paper has shown, admittedly squanders this sustainability potential of e-commerce. Environmental externalities of e-commerce distribution are actually exacerbated by applicable EU consumer contract law. This is first of all because the information and choice that is currently offered to consumers insufficiently allows them to take the sustainability aspects of the delivery process of different e-commerce supply offers into account and, secondly, because consumers now have few incentives to cooperate with avoiding failed deliveries. An important third reason is the way in which current EU rules on the right of withdrawal stimulate unnecessary returns as well as returns of goods that can no longer be resold as new.

Several changes to the current framework have therefore been proposed in this paper. These proposals include the introduction of an obligation for traders to set the most sustainable delivery method as the default option in the e-commerce ordering process and to offer relevant information and choice to allow consumers to help avoiding failed deliveries. This paper furthermore proposes to consider several potential changes to the right of withdrawal (section IV.B), such as a new exception for all situations in which the exercise of such right makes it impossible to resell goods as new, limiting the consumer’s rights during the period for withdrawal, explicitly requiring an exercise in good faith, prohibiting free returns and, most importantly, abolishing the right’s mandatory nature. Indeed, we propose to only offer the right of withdrawal as a mandatory option, coming with a price that is slightly higher than the contract without such a right. The option without a right of withdrawal should be offered as the ‘green default’ option. Such system would provide more freedom to consumers, give them an incentive to carefully consider their choices and would end cross-subsidization between different categories of consumers.

The same cross-subsidies (or ‘free-rider costs’) are currently also present in the absence of consequences for consumers who cause failed deliveries (section III.B) and in the phenomenon of ‘freight absorption’ (section V). Interestingly, these are each time to the detriment of e-commerce consumers who act more sustainably. As a consequence, combatting them appears a good overall strategy to enable e-commerce’s environmental sustainability potential. This analysis also reveals that the current interpretation of consumer protection found in the CRD and in other Union regulation, can be criticized. Even if one ignores environmental sustainability, these rules clearly benefit only certain types of consumers and actually disadvantage others. What seems necessary is to rethink these rules in a more complete balancing exercise. Such exercise should not only pay attention to (indirect) costs for all ‘consumers’, but in accordance with articles 7 and 11 TFEU and

178 Mak and Terryn (n 19) 236; Van Gool and Michel (n 6) para 5.2.
179 See footnote 8.
the Union’s sustainable consumption policies also consider the environmental consequences of ‘consumption’.\footnote{See the analysis by Krämer in 1993, holding that EU consumer policy will become marginalized if it continues to focus only on (individual) ‘consumers’ and ignores ‘consumption’, Ludwig Krämer, ‘On the Interrelation Between Consumer and Environmental Policies in the European Community’ (1993) 16 JCP 455, 458 and 465.}